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Currently, the main problem of Tax Collection and Management (TC&M) in our 
country was concentrated in a wall process and bureaucratic department organization. 
In the process of changing bureaucratic organization into a smooth and seamless 
organization and improving the efficiency, it is necessary to seek for a new mode of 
thinking and a different organizational principle, which is “reengineering”. Its core 
idea is reconsidering, adjusting, straightening, reorganizing people’s long-accustomed 
working content and style, challenging those outdated ideas of setting up bureaucratic 
apparatuses, and redesigning fundamentally the whole system focusing on the process 
and result, instead of the function and department, eventually bringing new vigor to 
organization. The Business Process Reengineering theory (BPR) undoubtedly offers a 
valuable mirror for the reform of Tax Collection and Management. 
On the basis of introducing the Business Process Reengineering theory briefly, 
this thesis analyses the present problems in tax collection and management. Following 
the reform ideas of State Administration of Taxation (SAT) and utilizing the thought 
of business process reengineering theory, we discuss the problems about 
reengineering of process and apparatus in revenue department. 
Then, we make an empirical research on the reform of TC&M of Xiamen 
Municipal State Administration of Taxation. After analyzing the advantages and 
disadvantages of current tax collection model, especially the obvious problems, we 
make a proposal on optimizing tax collection mode under current condition of 
informationization as follows: reinforce informationzation construction, build 
business support platform, improve data analysis level to provide a basis for scientific 
decision-making, strengthen tax base supervision , broaden data source and upgrade 
data quality, perfect pay duty declaration to enhance the level of service, strengthen 
the system construction, foster the high-quality team, accelerate electron taxation 















information support platform in Xiamen Municipal State Administration of Taxation 
BPR. 
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